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EDITORIAL: Naturaliste U3A Metaphorically.                        SUMMER - 2018 

Weaving bias strips through lives to create the patchwork of life’s experiences, Japanese 

style. Good books, stretching your imagination from the words, literal through figurative to 

symbolic. Flora and Fauna links our evolution to the great Biodiversity of life on Earth and 

our uniqueness. Creatively writing, recreating past experiences to be enhanced by 

imagination into fascinating prose and poetry. We all make our entrances and exits as the 

whole world is a stage. Drama sits with us every day turning our lives into combinations of 

farce, melodrama, comedy and tragedy. Light and shadow invades negative space; shadows 

and hatchings of contours stimulate the brain’s right side to beautiful images. From the 

complexity of personalities, the Enneagram discovers yours, leading you to enhanced self-

understanding ranging from Reforming to Challenging. From Flower Essences the Mother 

Tinctures with the doctrine of signatures rebalances your physical and emotional well-being. 

Coffee drinking Frankophiles delve into their past learning, parleying Francais to indulge in 

the Gloire de France’s Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite. Images from the past emerge from the 

sea surrounding the wooden piles from ten fathoms to the inter-tidal zone. The power of 

Latin invades all languages turning you into a persona non grata, ad infinitum as a post 

scriptum.  Taking us in circles, the Mandalas of the Mind enter our spiritual beings and 

elevate us to enlightened meditation. People tiling their way to Mah Jongg Nirvana, tiles into 

walls, fishing the eyes, only to be destroyed by the East Wind. Magnificent Music and 

Singing, lifting the spirits to soar vicariously into heights of imagination and rapture. Great 

Philosophers, challenging our minds in questioning social and political conventions, facing 

difficult truths and raise one’s self above life’s passions. Through Fifty Classics, plunging the 

depths of Psychology for the power of the mind to lift itself out of despair via Jung and Freud. 

Our Super Troupers tapping into life, heel and toeing, brushing and dragging as they meld 

into mirror images. Blending with the magical morning moods, walking and talking into 

physical and social well-being. Stretching, steady breathing enters the mind for complete 

relaxation of body and spirit enhancing your presence in the cosmos. Autobiographically 

sharing in confidence, the adventures, traumas and triumphs that flow through our lives. 

Sir Guinivere. 
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FROM the CHAIR 

It is hard to believe that a year has passed since writing the last President’s report! Hard to 

believe, too, that so much has been going on in Naturaliste U3A in the past year. I hope you 

find it informative and interesting reading this report, an opportunity to see what is 

happening, much of it ‘behind the scene’, to make this such a thriving group. 

President’s Report October 26th, 2018 

NATURALISTE UNIVERSITY of the THIRD AGE Inc (Naturaliste U3A) 

A little bit of history: In 1973, the first University of the Third Age (U3A), was founded in 

Toulouse, France. In time it spread across the Channel and in 1982, in Cambridge, the first 

British U3A formed and evolved in a different way from the French model. This ‘Cambridge 

Model’ would become one in which members would decide what to study and teach, no 

qualifications would be required or rewarded. The objective was the enrichment of later life, 

most studying would take the form of interactive seminars and members would be 

encouraged to participate in social and sporting activities as well as academic ones. In 

Australia, all U3A’s across the country have adopted this model and it is readily identified in 

Naturaliste U3A. 

This historic timeline formed the basis of a talk given by the NSW U3A Network President at 

the recent WA U3A Network Conference and AGM. It puts U3A ‘up front’ in Busselton where 

the first U3A group was formed here some 31 years ago. After a number of years it went into 

recession, being revived by an enthusiastic group in 2009 as Naturaliste U3A, going into full 

swing in 2010. One of those early founders was Patti McSwain who recently passed away. 

She was delighted last year, when we celebrated the 30th ‘Birthday’ of the first group, to see 

how we had grown. 

So, how have we grown and thrived over the past 8-9 years? Our membership, as at the end 

of June, reached 282. If we look at the total courses over two semesters we have offered 

over 50 in each of the last two years. Looking back at the early Cambridge guidelines we 

can see that we epitomise them in a range of activities that provide elements for lifelong 

learning, as well as healthy ageing.  

We have thrived because of the contribution of our volunteer leaders who share their 

interests and skills. Participants have contributed by joining in discussions and various 

interactive activities that address academic, social and physical aspects of life. The 

Committee continues to hear positive feedback about the range of courses we have on offer 

and I have lost count of how many times members use the words ‘laughter’ and ‘fun’ when 

describing courses, as well as the comment ‘I don’t know what I would do without U3A’! 

COMMITTEE: At our 2017 AGM we had a considerable change in our Committee with four 

new members coming on board. During the year Rose Vella stepped down and her role as 

Secretary was picked up by Margaret Maloney and Dawn Atherton was co-opted into the 

vacancy. 

Margaret Maloney is not standing for re-election and we thank her for her work, in particular 

her contribution towards the updating of our Handbook. Deirdre Chell has given her 
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resignation due to ill-health but is hoping to become involved again when she is well. She 

gave valuable support to Lorraine with the database changeover. 

The Committee has worked hard this year, with one of our tasks being the updating of our 

Handbook to ensure that we incorporate the New Model Rules that were accepted last year. 

In spite of the challenges related to change, we have developed a committed and adaptable 

team, working well together. 

COURSES: This year we have offered some 53 courses throughout the year. These were 

made up of: 

 *Year-long courses that run from March through to December (effectively 2 semesters).  

*Short courses that run approximately six weeks per course, sometimes being repeated 

during the year. 

*Workshops have been a new offering this year, ranging from three, to four and a half hours 

in duration. Five were offered and participated in. These provide a great opportunity either 

for a taster that could evolve into a course, or an option for that time of the year when it is 

hard for the Grey Nomads among us to commit to longer courses. 

Course Co-ordinator, Gwyn Cracknell and Systems Administrator Lorraine Watts have been 

able to effectively use our new UMAS database to more efficiently sort out groups and notify 

Leaders. A programme called DocOMatic has been used to produce course booklets.  

Course Leaders have been able to get class lists sooner so are able to confirm places with 

participants. Leaders have been provided with pertinent documents prior to courses starting. 

It is not too late to offer to do a course next year so don’t hesitate to get more 

information from Gwyn on 9754 1703 

TOPICAL TALKS: We have had three very interesting Topical Talks so far this year: ‘Early 

Detection of Cancer’, ‘Are You Good To Go’, ‘Sail into Life’, a Rotary initiative for sailing for 

those with a disability. In November, our last Topical Talk for the year was ‘Stripes in the 

Forest,’ to be presented by Ian Gibb, about a tourism initiative in Nannup focusing of the 

famous Nannup Tiger!  

Last year we initiated an invitation to make a gold coin donation at these Talks to give to a 

local charity, appropriate to the Talk when possible. Last year with our first such donation, 

we were to collect at both a Talk by the Busselton Citizen of the Year, Kerry Bayley, and our 

AGM, a ‘healthy’ donation to give to Cliff’s Kitchen/St Mary’s Christmas lunch. Donations so 

far this year have been to the Cancer Council WA, Busselton Palliative Care, the local 

Autism Support group and the last Topical Talk donation will be to the local Royal Flying 

Doctor Service. These donations, easy for us to give, have been much appreciated. 

NEWSLETTER: ‘The Crier’, our newsletter, has been delivered to you close to the first week 

of each season, four per year. It is interesting to see photos of group participants and to read 

about the happenings of the previous three months. The goal of sending out newsletters is to 

keep all members up to date with such things as events, course content and enrolment 

information, and Committee news. We hope you find this information helpful and interesting. 

Feedback and contributions are welcome. 
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TECHNOLOGY: The move to using the UMAS database system has been implemented with 

relatively few glitches and by the end of this year each new process will have been 

encountered. It has been a big task and Lorraine Watts must be thanked for her commitment 

and work doing this. Also, an update to our website has been done. 

Thanks must go to Deidre Chell and Don Wright for their assistance to Lorraine and also to 

members who have gone online to do their membership and enrolment. Extra time prior to 

Enrolment day to assist members who are not on email or new to computers, has been very 

beneficial.  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT and NETWORKING: During the past year, opportunities for 

networking and sharing of information about our U3A group and the benefits of being 

involved with such an organisation, have been numerous. 

*Apart from speaking to the Probus Club at the Busselton Senior Citizens Centre, attending 

two meetings in Dunsborough regarding the new Aged Care Facility, giving a talk to a group 

of people in Donnybrook about forming a U3A group, Lorraine Watts and I have had 

meetings with some Committee members from Margaret River, one of which, with Lorraine, 

was to discuss their interest in our UMAS Data base system. We also had an information 

stall at an Open Day at Novacare Retirement Village.  

* In June the Committee hosted a networking ‘Talk Fest’ (and talk we all did) at The People 

Place with representatives from nearby U3A groups. Participants came from Margaret River, 

Bunbury, Manjimup and Mandurah as well as a rep from the WA Network. At this gathering 

we discussed the ways each group operated differently but within the guidelines of the U3A 

ethos of lifelong learning. Like us, Margaret River runs a number of courses, other groups 

tend to focus more on regular meetings with guest speakers. Challenges that arise in the 

various locations were discussed, an example being the perseverance of the Manjimup 

group, who have such a small population to attract members from, compared with the bigger 

groups. I must say they were very positive in their feedback and enjoyment in meeting up 

with the other participants. It was the third time in the past 4 years that we have hosted a 

‘Talk Fest’ gathering here. 

* In October I attended a two-day U3A Network WA Conference and AGM as our group’s 

delegate on the Network (no, not on that Committee). Member, Barbara Taylor, was also 

able to attend. Members of U3A’s across the state attended, as did some from the Eastern 

states, e.g. NSW and Victoria. It was a very interesting Conference with superb speakers. It 

also meant that we were able to catch up with different U3A group members. 
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Joan and Barbara at U3A Network Conference, Mandurah. 

* I am our representative on the Board of The People Place and am pleased that we can 

continue to have a great relationship with the Centre, where we make good use of their 

facilities and benefit from assistance by the staff. In November we will promote our group 

(Naturaliste U3A) at a new initiative between The City of Busselton and The People Place to 

greet newcomers to our city. 

However, I must thank members for being perhaps our greatest community networkers in 

that word of mouth is one of the best ways to get our U3A group known about and benefited 

from; you are doing a great job!  

In conclusion, I trust that the coming year will be a stimulating one for all members and that 

we continue to take advantage of the opportunity that we have, to be involved in a wealth of 

experiences to make this ‘third age’ of our lives more enriched than we had imagined it 

would be!  Joan Parke 

UMAS REPORT FOR SUMMER CRIER: Lorraine Watts/Don Wright 

We are coming up to one year in using our new UMAS database. Members are to be 

congratulated for being actively involved in the new way of doing enrolments and accessing 

their member records. 

Currently we are preparing to “roll-over” the system ready for 2019 courses and 

membership. A new course booklet is being compiled and will be available on the website 

and UMAS from 15 January 2019. Members without emails will receive them in the post 

around the same time. 

As mentioned at the AGM, new Committee Member Don Wright is taking on the role of 

System Administrator. Don has worked in the computer industry for many years and his 

experience will be a real bonus to Naturaliste U3A. 

The Be Connected program at the Busselton Library is ‘on hold’ at present. We will update 

members when there is any news of its resumption. 
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Computer Terminology from Be Connected Computer Glossary 
 
Browser – Something that allows you to view websites on the internet. Google Chrome and 

Microsoft Edge are two examples of internet browsers. 

Cursor – The cursor is an arrow or flashing line on the screen that moves when you move 

the mouse or type something. 

Desktop Computer – A computer that (unlike a laptop or tablet computer) is not intended to 

be a portable device, but it is intended to be used in a single location, usually on or near a 

desk. It might have a separate keyboard, monitor and mouse. 

Document – If you use a computer to create a letter or report, that would be known as a 

document, just like the office equivalent. 

Download – To get a file onto your computer from a website 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT  

 I attach three statements to this written report. (available on website) The first Income 

Statement, entitled ‘Year to Date’, shows the financial history of Naturaliste U3A for 

the whole Financial Year, FY, (beginning 1 July 2018) up to the end of the preceding 

month (31 October). The second Income Statement shows the income and expenses 

which occurred during the month of October 2018 only. The third statement is our 

Balance Sheet and compares the cash holdings held in our bank with those recorded 

by our book keeping system at the date of this report. 

 The Year to Date statement needs no further comment beyond noting that expenses 

so far this year exceed income by $2,015.60 – an entirely anticipated figure. 

 The October statement shows that we gained three new memberships totalling $75 

but had $559.02 in expenses. This relatively high figure arose principally from venue 

hire and associated catering associated with the AGM together with the need to top 

up our stock of stamps and envelopes.  

 The Balance Sheet shows that as on the date of this report we had $4,822.35  in the 

savings account, $57.78 in the cheque account and a $0.15 debit in petty cash 

(actually owed to me), to give a total of $4,879.98  in cash assets which is about 

$380 less than recorded in my previous report for the October Committee Meeting 

and reflects the quite high expenses incurred during October.  

 There are no outstanding bills to be paid.   

 The financial situation for Naturaliste U3A remains sound but further significant 

discretionary expenses should be delayed until after the 2019 memberships start to 

roll in – hopefully quite soon. 
 

Treasurer: Chris Masterman  
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND SHOWCASE 

As has become a ‘tradition’, our AGM was preceded by a Showcase where a number of 

Leaders display, and are available to discuss, aspects of their courses. Thanks to those who 

participated and presented samples of work from their group – art and writing being 

examples. 

The Music for Pleasure group set the mood for the day with Leader Pat Holyoake on 

keyboard and Don Wright on guitar having us singing along, enjoying songs that are old 

favourites. This was followed by a skit performed by Gwyn Cracknell’s Drama group who 

entertained us with a skit from “Happy Tours” concerning a planned Potato Festival at 

Upinup with conflicting local views, Chris assures us this is Nannup! Gwyn, with a dapper 

moustache and an excellent Italian accent, was very convincing as a potato farmer! 

 

Shall we dance? Patrick and Joan. 

 

Our Pat and Don bringing us Pleasure. 

This led us into the AGM. Thanks to members attending and proxy votes sent, we had a 

quorum and the meeting proceeded, with business being dealt with quickly before afternoon 

tea! Reports were accepted and the two new nominating Committee members, Don Wright 

and Cathy Oldman onto the Committee. The motion to accept the membership fee remaining 

at $25 per annum was unanimously accepted. 
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AROUND the COURSES  

FILM CLUB: Leader Joan Parke 

A great start to our Film Club has been made and we have seen ’Mamma Mia, Here We Go 

Again’, ‘The Book Club’, ‘Ladies in Black’ and ‘A Star is Born’. We have been going to the 

Seniors’ session at the Orana Cinema on the first Wednesday of the month. Morning tea is 

provided, and we pay $11 for our Seniors’ ticket. 

There is a selection of three movies and one is chosen to watch. After the film we gather for 

a short discussion in the foyer. In the main it has been relatively easy to pick a movie but as 

the movies run for a few weeks those wishing to see the others can do so at a different time. 

For example, in November ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ was a concurrent movie and a number of 

us went to see that film later. 

For December the choice was more than challenging (The Grinch’ and ‘Creed11’) so our 

plan is to meet at Stilts and have a chat over coffee and discuss a favourite film and one we 

have disliked, instead of going to the Orana! A good chance to have a different type of film 

discussion session to finish off the year. The Film Club will be on offer again next year, 

starting in March. 

ABOVE and BELOW the JETTY: Leader Lee Buurman 

 

Gail Priest, Lorelie Smit, Valerie Rabuse, Lee Buurman, Jean Brown, Ruth & David Gardner, Patrick Prevett, 

Rosemary Keynes. 

The above eight members shared Lee’s knowledge and passion for our beloved Jetty. Lee 

gave a detailed account of her personal history and involvement with the Jetty. 
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MEN’S COOKING CLASS: Leader Jill Ilott 

When I heard through the grapevine that there was a Men’s Cooking Class wanted at U3A, I 
thought ‘Why not? I like a challenge!’ And a challenge it was, although not what I envisioned. 
Each of these guys had their own culinary expertise already happening – one even making 
his own jams and chutneys and a whizz at camp oven cooking. He could have taken the 
class! 
I wanted to get them out of the box and learn to read recipes from their taste buds and have 
confidence in substituting other ingredients that would make the end result taste even better. 
With lots of ribbing happening, interspersed with instruction from the retired chemist on the 
molecular structure of what we were eating, these guys threw themselves into everything 
offered and reaped the rewards or the disasters as they happened. 
They now know too many raspberries can play havoc with a friand and soaking rice paper in 
water is a quick and delicate operation but mention kumara/lentil soup and pastries and you 
will get the thumbs up. Thanks, guys, for four classes of fun as I enjoyed it too. Jill Ilott. 
 
 

 

Phil, Geoff, Gwyn & Don reaping the rewards of Men Madly Cooking with Jill Ilott 
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BIODIVERSITY: Leader Patrick Prevett 

A talk by Tracy Lansdell – ‘Caring for our Native Bees and Bee Hotels’. 

 

Tracy emphasised that honey bees, native bees and other insects drive biodiversity and 

have co-evolved with our much-loved bushland and wild flowers for millennia.  Unfortunately, 

their natural habitat continues to be cleared and shrinks every year.  It is not surprising that 

with habitat patch size reduction loss of connectedness in the landscape could easily result 

in some areas lacking essential pollinators.  Precious energy resources could be expended 

by bees if required to cross wide gaps in what was once continuous bushland. Tracy noted 

that caring for bees in our back garden is simple and can be achieved in back yards large or 

small.  'Your garden needs to be full of flowers with overlapping flowering times and with a 

minimum of 10 different species in flower at any one time. Planting a mixture of endemics, 

natives, hardy summer flowering perennials plus fruit trees, vegetables and herb flowers will 

ensure you have a garden full of food for you and the bees'.  

 

Artificial nest sites are commonly referred to as bee hotels. A bee hotel is a peach tin or 

similar with some 30 or so hollow stems within it packed tightly together and open at one 
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end.  Native bees will pass by and select the hollow stem into which they fit snugly. In 

season female bees will commence to lay their eggs within the chosen hollow stem.   Native 

bees come in a range of sizes which correspond quite nicely with the diameter of the 

standard set of drill bits so drilling into straight stems for 10 cm or so produces a fine single 

nest for a native bee of the appropriate size.   Of course, a bunch of hollow stems in a tin 

constitutes the classic 'bee hotel'.  Tracy encourages use of her web site for more 

information – www.greentreenaturopathy.com.au 

The photographs show 2 types of bee hotel one of which is constructed out of an old tv set 

which provides the framework.  Students inspect a poster showing pollination in action by 

native bees and jewel beetles as they get ready to celebrate Australian National Pollinator 

Week. 

Cheers, Patrick 

NEW COURSES FOR 2019 

Bill Bunbury Talks – Two Social History talks: They Said You’d Own Your own Farm SW 

Group Settlements; and Something Unique Something Majestic – Karri Foresters. 

Biodiversity in Australia – Patrick’s new course, postponed until Semester Two. 

How to Exit the Matrix – Jill Ilott’s follow on from her Flower Essence class. 

Sahaja Yoga Meditation – Dale Simpson. 

Sacred Dance – Tricia Lee. 

Workshops – ‘Poetry Writing for Fun’, ‘Brain Games Project’ 

TOPICAL TALK 

Friday 9th November: STRIPES in the FOREST: the Nannup Tiger 

A most interesting presentation was given at this Topical Talk, and the audience was treated 

to seeing two very life-like thylacines (Nannup Tigers); so much so that it was tempting to pat 

them! 

 

Ian Gibb, Project Manager of ‘Stripes in the Forest’, told to us about the tourism project that 

is soon to be launched in Nannup and the surrounding forest areas. It is a fun activity 

http://www.greentreenaturopathy.com.au/
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whereby visitors can download an APP on their phones and can track and get information 

about Nannup’s famous thylacines. Sculptures of the rare, if not extinct, animals are to be 

located in a number of places throughout the area. 

Jim Green, a long-time Nannup local, had some interesting stories to tell about evidence he 

has collected over many years that the thylacine has certainly, and potentially still does, 

inhabited this area. 

 Audience participation was encouraged and a number of questions were raised and 

answered during the talk. 

Gold coin donations at this Topical Talk raised $70 and this has been passed on to the local 

branch of the RFDS. 

 

Davina Gibb, Ian Gibb and Jim Green. 

SNIPPETS 

*Our condolences go to Genevieve Stone and family, on the passing away of her father 

Fred. Fred was a lover of music and a long-term member of our Music Appreciation group.  

* Current and New Leaders keep your eye out for your invitation to our THANKYOU and 

WELCOME SUNDOWNER, following, as per tradition, Enrolment Day, 8th February, 2019. 

 

FEEDBACK 

Feedback, contributions and suggestions are welcome and can be emailed to the Editors at 

admin@u3anaturaliste.com.au or mailed to us at PO Box 1792, Busselton, WA 6280. 

Gwyn Cracknell (Editor) and Joan Parke (Co-Editor) 

  

mailto:admin@u3anaturaliste.com.au
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***IMPORTANT DATES FOR MEMBERSHIP AND ENROLMENT 

 


